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While Stephanie enjoys her current role as Chief 

Security Technology Strategist for Intel, she as much 

enjoys advising companies going through a security 

journey. She is a fearless thinker, smart, sharp, and 

adept at understanding, integrating and applying key 

security ecosystem insights and considerations into a 

robust strategic planning process.

Stephanie's advisory focuses on two main areas: 

Strategic buildout of go to market for a security 

product. Or, bringing security programs and 

robustness to any technology-based product.

She is consistently under several advising contracts 

and understand the unique complexities of her dual 

roles and the confidentialities that come with them.

As an advisory for security products go-to-market, 

Stephanie guides the development of go-to-market 

plans spanning the identification of target industries, 

appropriate business models, voice of customer 

strategy, and product marketing strategies.

As an advisor on product security (security assurance) 

Stephanie guides the creation or maturation of a 

product security strategy to meet leading industry  

best practices and customer expectations. Spanning 

business best practices as well as technical processes 

and documentation. 

Stephanie’s extended biography is attached.

“Stephanie not only simplified the

complexity of our ecosystem for

leadership, she helped my executive

team to understand the emerging 

trends sand future needs of

cybersecurity for that ecosystem.

Obtaining executive team buy in to

understand cybersecurity risk was no 

easy feat, but Stephanie built trust 

with the leadership and technical 

teams and helped align the needed 

product cybersecurity capability to the 

organizations goals”

Product Security Director – Chief

Security Architect

“One of the reasons why we engaged

Stephanie, as a consultant, in our 

current project was her impressive 

technical expertise paired with a rare 

talent to transport such complex skills 

to other developers or stakeholders. 

As Stephanie had never any contact to 

our very specific products, it was 

impressive to see how quick she 

understood our situations and her 

ability to get familiar with the new 

technology to better address our issues 

or find the best source for certain 

concerns. Stephanie became an 

important advisor for our current and 

future directions in the field of 

cybersecurity”

Global Head of Clinical IT

Stephanie is represented and managed by West Speakers

For information about availability and pricing contact Ruth  Milligan  at 

Ruth@WestSpeakers.com

http://www.stephaniedomas.com
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The first ten years of Stephanie’s career began with a focus on 

ethical hacking, reverse engineering, and advanced 

vulnerability analysis as a defense contractor, building a deep 

knowledge and passion for the hacker mindset.

Stephanie later pivoted her offensive skills to the defense 

building and leading two cybersecurity businesses focused on 

defense of embedded systems, medical devices and the 

healthcare industry.

She serves as a prominent industry consultant and advisor with 

a broad range of tech companies and device manufacturers, 

from the newest startups to the industry giants.

Stephanie is currently the Chief Security Technology Strategist 

for Intel where she owns the cross-Intel security technology 

strategy, formulating and implementing strategies that will 

accelerate Intel’s strength, competitiveness, and revenue growth 

in the area of Security, spanning hardware such as processors, 

graphics, networking, memory, but also software and security 

solutions. While she has a front seat to the most significant 

trends and developments in technology as an executive at a top 

10 tech company, she is as equally passionate educator, 

strategist, speaker, advisor, and all things security enthusiast.

She is a native of Columbus, graduate of The Ohio State 

University and is married to another ethical hacker, with whom 

she has 4 children. They reside in Newark, Ohio.

“Members of the medical device 

community, including CISO’s and product 

security engineers that work for the 

world’s largest medical device companies, 

consider Stephanie a leading expert on 

the issue. These individuals regularly seek 

Stephanie’s advice and services to 

develop better cybersecurity controls for 

their products and systems”

VP Technology and Regulatory Affairs

“Stephanie is hands down the top global 

technical leader on medical device 

security”

Director of Device Security

“She is engaging and able to present 

complex information to a wide range of 

audiences. She excels at identifying the 

challenges and providing workable 

solutions, for example, helping device 

manufacturers understand how to develop 

a road map to incorporate threat 

modeling as part of the device 

development lifecycle and providing a 

roadmap to secure devices”

Head of Security Department

Stephanie is represented and managed by West Speakers

For information about availability and pricing contact Ruth  Milligan  at 

Ruth@WestSpeakers.com

http://www.stephaniedomas.com
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